Helping and empowering people to sustainably shape and determine their lives in dignity and independence

We are an international aid organization with multinational coworkers. Our passion is to improve the lives of people in need and their communities in a sustainable manner. We offer this assistance regardless of ethnicity, worldview or religion.

We pursue this goal in the regions we work by establishing four pillars: social and medical improvement, education, project empowerment and the implementation of core values including honesty, respect, forgiveness and compassion.
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We work to support children clinging to the fringes of society. We provide them with tools for a brighter future and support them in their rights. The Amaro Tan School in Pogradec, Albania is a refuge for the poorest of children who depend on our help. Amaro Tan School not only offers education from kindergarten through secondary school, but also serves as a shelter. Protection from trafficking and abuse, provision of medical, spiritual and social assistance as well as daily meal programs and food packages meet the children’s basic needs.

For over ten years, Amaro Tan School has been entirely dependent upon the generous gifts of donors. 100% of your donation is used to support the work of the school with no administrative expenses deducted. We are grateful for your generosity and support of this life-changing opportunity for at-risk children. For further information and photos of the school, please visit www.nehemiah-gateway.org

AMARO TAN SCHOOL

• Approx. 140 children enrolled
• Offers education and expansion of future opportunities
• Provision of social and medical care
• Protection from trafficking and abuse

NEEDS

• Integrated support: 95€ per child/month
• Food packages for families
• Volunteer opportunities in teaching, medical care, social services etc.

DONATIONS

Sparkasse Nuremberg
IBAN: DE66 7605 0101 0011 0409 38
BIC: SSKNDE77XXX

Purpose:
Project 32

100% of your donations are always allocated directly to their designated purpose. All overhead expenses are covered by Nehemiah Gateway.

Please visit us online for further information and online donation possibilities.